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The aquarium is one big, exciting place for a little monkey. Georgeâ€™s curiosity helps him make

lots of new friends . . . and get into lots of mischief too. But when a baby penguin is in trouble,

George comes to the rescue as only a monkey can! Â The new English/Spanish edition includes

highly readable text and bilingual bonus activities. More than 680,000 copies sold in all formats!
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What a darling, darling book! I bought it as a gift for a little boy I am sponsoring in Columbia. I was

looking for a bilingual Spanish/English book and was thrilled to find a section of bilingual books on !

Nice story in English. We purchased the English/Spanish version for member of family who is fluent

in Spanish. I personally cannot vouch for the translation, but she and our one and three year old

enjoy reading and listening in Spanish. Quality is comparable to paperback Curious George books

in English only. i would buy it again and recommend the book, Curious George at the Aquarium.

Just finding popular titles for kids that are bilingual is great. The kids are always willing to listen if it

Curious George, even if they don't totally understand. The reason I can't give then 5 stars is that

they could use a translation that is more generic. Some of the words they use are not the most



common or understandable. Mexican Spanish tends to have those types of words, they use

different ones and though grammatically correct it makes it a bit harder to reinforce the Spanish as I

use different words when I speak to them. After reading them once I now just change the words to

match the ones I normally use. They could have done a slightly better job, however, it is a great

great book and I am glad they are doing more.

This is a really cute story and my 2-year-old enjoys it but there are a lot of grammatical errors in the

spanish translation (e.g. the text says "habia penguinos" instead of habian penguinos, ..."que habia

del otro lado de la pared" instead of al otro lado, "adonde fueron" instead of adonde se fueron).

My daughter-in-law was very happy with this book. She wanted bilingual books for her two year old

daughter. Her daughter loves curious George. It was two-fold great. She was very happy with the

selection. Yes, I would recommend this product to others.

l Love to read to my kids and this graphics are great. I wish all the parents will read to their kids and

keep them smart

I love bilingual books and the story is great. But, the reason I only gave it three stars is because in

the Kindle version you are unable to view only one page at a time. It is as if two full pages were

scanned as an image and you cannot zoom, either. This means both the text and pictures are hard

to see and my toddler's attention is lost.

This is a good book but the moral of the story is out in left field. George sneaks into the zoo and

allows all these animals to escape and wreak havoc. Then amid all of the chaos he saves a baby

penguin that fell into the water as a result of the melee caused by George. George is rewarded for

his behavior. I probably would have put him down.
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